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Murray to the Mountains

Murray to the Mountains
Ed Note: this was such a great experience that 3 riders sent
in their respective stories and so we are publishing them all,
together with several photos. It certainly sounds like this was
a tour worth going on, and one to note in your diaries for next
year.

Click on the next 3 pages for the three M2M stories.

For more worldly adventures, join Wendy for a springtime ride
through Holland and Belgium, and Ainslie for her adventure
with heat, potholes and pestilence in Cuba. Last but certainly
not least, Keith will take you on a tour of the intriguing
labyrinth that is the Bike North back room, and you don't even
have to sign a secrecy agreement.
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Helen and Eric on cycle path at Beechworth

Scenery at Beechworth

Morning Tea at Beechworth bakery

M2M – Food, Wine, Bikes and Friends
Day One: Mount Collins
By Helen Middleton

When I saw the information
about the cycling tour -
Murray to the Mountains –
organised by Alison, I
thought this sounded like a
cycling trip that would suit
me perfectly. As a “coffee,
cake and chat“ type of
cyclist, no off road cycling,
no really long kilometers
each day, no huge hills and
best of all NO camping
(been there, done that and
don’t want to do that
anymore ), this trip ticked all
the boxes for me!

The trip started in Albury and
finished in Wangaratta and
over 9 days we visited small
pretty towns such as
Corowa, Rutherglen,
Yackandandah, Beechworth,
Myrtleford and Bright. The
scenery throughout the tour
was spectacular with the
colours of the Autumn leaves
everywhere. The riding was
mostly on rail trails with
some quiet back roads. On

the whole, the terrain was flat but there were a couple of long gradual climbs which I was
able to handle, even if sometimes cycling the hills at a speedy 5/kmh! We also had some
amazing downhills one of which was 14 km long, just fantastic.

Cycle path leaving Myrtleford

Regrouping stop along the way

Hmmmmmm

I enjoyed all the eating
during the trip. We had some
picnic breakfasts and
lunches, always in scenic
surroundings. We visited a
few wineries, had lunch at
The Butter Factory in
Myrtleford. Another lunch at
Milawa Cheese, enjoyed a
berry ice cream at The Berry
Farm and of course lots of
Bee Stings were eaten. I
also met some very nice cats
along the way.

Looking back, it truly did turn
out to be a perfect cycling
trip in every way. A great
group, great scenery, great
motel accommodation and
great weather.

I would like to thank Roy,
Judy, Trevor, Sue, Gavin,
Heather, Liz, Margy, Robert,
Rosalie, Lyn, Allan, John,
Deborah, Eric, Terry and
Alison for all the fun and
laughter we had along the
way. But most of all a HUGE
thank you to Alison for all
your incredibly hard work in organising such a wonderful cycling tour for us all.
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some BeeSting samples

M2M: A Bakery-led Tour
By Alison Prior

Northern Victoria led the return to artisan style bakeries in the 1980’s with the baker and
pastry chefs showing their skills in producing a wide variety of breads and cakes to their
own recipes. Beechworth Bakery is the largest – but each of the other towns in the area has
a good bakery. One of the specialities is a cake called a BeeSting two layers of bread style
cake with a sizable layer of whipped custard in between, topped by lightly toasted drizzled
honey &almonds.

In the quest for quality the
Bike North tour made sure
we stopped at each bakery
in the area and sampled the
local version of the BeeSting
at Beechworth, Rutherglen,
Chiltern, Yackandandah,
Bright and Myrtleford. As the
riders investigated the etymology of the delicacy, the following were all enthusiastically
argued one evening after a few wines as the correct origin – who was bluffing, who was
correct.

1. A Kazakhstani word for two discs of pale unhealthy compressed pastry constraining a
white sweet tasting substance of medium viscosity.

2. A German farmer’s wife named the cake consisting of custard filling with honey on top
made for her husband, unfortunately he was sitting near a bee hive and the bees stung the
farmer for stealing their honey.

3. From the German ‘bee stun’.

4. In the German ‘bechtensteng cake’ - named after a mediaeval town bechtenstengburg
baker who was also a bee keeper, who died after being attacked by bees, the town marked
his wake by making a cake that celebrated his two passions.

5. A German village created the cake to celebrate holding off raiders from a neighbouring
village by lobbing beehives at the enemy.

6. A certain bun named after the bikers who buzz down in swarms to sample the honey
flavoured nectar at Beechworth and other towns of the alpine valley.

7. A German workman went to the pub for a stein of beer – nice and frothy, returns home
with a strudel topped with whipped custard, honey and almonds as sweetener for his wife
because he had been so long at the tavern.

Wikipedia list answer 5 as one of the explanations for the origin of the cake

Opposite is evidence from some of the bakeries. Of course indulging in a beesting is only
permitted if you’re going to, or already have, pedalled off all that sugar with the bike ride.
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The best colour of the season (Beechworth)

A sleeping old town of Chiltern

A tint of Shiraz (Myrtleford)

Ancient look of the Murray (South Albury)

M2M – Cycling and Photography Make
Art!
By Terry Leung

Two of my hobbies: cycling and photography. When I type these two words into Google, it
returns all cycling photography related websites to me. Unfortunately, I have no interest in
shooting adrenalin-flowing pictures. I am a landscape lover.

The first time I noticed the itinerary of M2M, I thought it might be a bit slow for my liking. But
with a second thought, I realised that may be a good chance to combine my two hobbies. At
the end, I am very happy with the experience of this tour.

On cycling:
This was my first multi-day cycling tour. I haven’t had much chance to travel within
Australia, but when I did, I rode in a car on major highways. On the bike, I see totally
different scenery (see my photos). As M2M was a semi-supported tour, I was spoilt not
having to worry about logistics. Every day, my only concerns were cycling (maybe not
challenging enough), eating (butter factory, berry farm, cake shops), and drinking (wineries
and dinner BYO). Within the tour riders, I was a new boy among many old riding buddies,
but I felt so welcomed and well looked after. I think our leader picked the best season in that
region---all the red and gold of Autumn.

On photography:
I was serious enough to bring my DSLR, lenses and tripod with me. Cycling gave me better
intimacy with the land, however, with a bicycle to look after and the schedule of a big group,
there was not much freedom to indulge. But I did stop wherever I liked, took some photos
and chased up the group again.

Good Morning Angus: Along the Great Alpine Road

After a wine tasting (red faces?)

Fighting the hill

Where the bloody hell are you?

Every seasoned
photographer knows that it’s
easier to get good result
during the dawn and dusk
magic hours. I got some nice
photos when I rolled alone
around town early in the
morning. During the ride, I
discovered the handiness of
my mobile phone. You can
see some panoramic shots
here--they are a bit ‘quick
and dirty’, but they did
‘capture the moment’.

One important hint to warn
other like-minded: at a quick
stop after a big ride, your
hands will shake. You may
not realise it but the camera
feels it and it will be shown
on the photos--when you
examine them on your big
monitor at home--BUMMER!

Pressing the shutter is only half the fun. I enjoy working my photos with Photoshop, an
extension of my artistic expression. A photo without enhancement is a naked body with no
cloth--it still can be good but only on very rare occasion.

Some quick selections from the trip are provided. Going through hundreds of other shots,
I’m sure my M2M fun will continue for quite some time off the bike.

Layout Editor's note: Terry can you please stop taking such beautiful pictures? There's too
many for the article, but I can't find the discipline to cull some of them. :-)
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Commuter bikes at Amsterdam Station

Our bikes parked upfront on Tijdeast

Euro Tour - Amsterdam to Bruges
By Wendy Jannings

Whilst having a northern hemisphere Spring holiday in England and needing respite from
the relatives, I decided upon an eight day trip through Holland into Belgium on the flat
bottomed cycle barge ‘Tijdeast’. The barge, staffed by Captain, his wife and one other man,
accommodated 28 passengers in ‘cosy’ cabins.

Each day after a buffet breakfast and packing our lunch bags, the cyclists left the barge at
9am guided by a tour leader, to ride through the countryside and then to meet up with the
barge further south down the river/dykes later on that day. Any non-cyclists for the day
could stay on board. The bikes were robust Dutch upright bikes. The kilometres travelled
were never more than 50 per day, so they were comfortable enough.

Holland is partly reclaimed from the North Sea and hence lies at or below sea level, so the
riding was very easy; Belgium was more rolling but still easy. What made riding unpleasant
though was the ever present wind. There is a Dutch saying, which roughly translates as “the
wind is always in your face whether you are coming or going..”. That said, I have heard
riding northwards from Bruges to Amsterdam is less windy? Being April, we also had our
fair share of showers; I was grateful for the radiator in the cabin which steam dried wet gear
over night.

The tour offered a combination of towns and countryside. One of the highlights for me was a
visit to Keukenhoff, the famous spring gardens of Holland - April was the perfect time to see
the tulips en masse. Luckily, that day was dry. It was like Canberra’s Floriade but on a
grander scale including seven pavilions. On route south we passed though the cities of
Antwerp and Ghent, historic ports and many former fisherman villages. The 19 windmills of
Kinderdijk were visited on an over cast day which gave them an almost mystical
appearance. The city of Bruges is apparently the best preserved medieval city in Europe
and we had much time to sight see and gorge ourselves on real hot chocolate, mussels and
chips and the famous Belgium waffles. Yumm!

Pink tulip 'river' at Keukenhoff

Tulip fields of Lisse

WJ sm Windmills of Kinderdijk

This was my first overseas cycle trip - a relaxing look at two countries, wholesome food on
board the barge, fun fellow passengers, an excellent tour leader who imparted much
Netherlands history … if only someone could have turned off the wind!

Would I recommend the trip? For a slow easy ride through the Netherlands, definitely yes,
although consider trying the other direction from Bruges to Amsterdam. And if spring flowers
are not a ‘must see’, then a summer or early autumn time frame might allow the sun’s rays
to temper the cold North Sea wind.

Ed Note: Photos courtesy of Jackie Macadar. Thanks!
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Plaza Vieja Havana

Pollution Protection

Cycling in Cuba
By Ainslie Robinson

Recently Moya and I returned from a 2 week cycling trip in Cuba. But before describing the
cycling, I will provide some background on the political system because of its significant
influence on how things work in Cuba.

Cuba is a socialist country subject to a trade ban by the USA, which means it is very difficult
to obtain development loans and finance for trade. Consequently they can’t readily obtain
capital goods nor spare parts for those goods. As a result you will find lots of old cars and
trucks which would have been consigned to the scrap heap in other countries but which
they manage to somehow keep going. Cyclists ares often exposed to clouds of black smoke
from old trucks. And it can be hard to find a hotel room where everything works, rather the
order of the day is missing light bulbs and dodgy plumbing being common.

Cuba maintains a dual currency system - tourists use the convertible peso (CUC) roughly
equivalent to the US Dollar, while the locals use CUPs. So tourists pay more for everything
than the locals, although Cuba is still cheap for us. The local beer which is excellent costs
1-2 CUCs per can depending on where you buy it.

There are lots of poor people in Cuba but no real poverty. They all get a basic food ration
(via a ration book system), free education to tertiary level, and free health care. All the
houses have electricity and most have piped water.

The socialist system is bound up in lots of red tape and it takes a long time to do something
simple like checking in to a hotel. We got through Havana airport in about an hour although
were told that 3 hours is not uncommon.

The internet is very slow in Cuba and virtually non-existent outside Havana.

The government recently relaxed the rules a little and it is now possible for Cubans to buy
and sell houses and to sell their excess produce in the markets.

So why visit Cuba? Well the people are very friendly and there is great music wherever you
go. There is an abundance of lovely old Spanish colonial buildings, some of which have
been restored and some not. Some of the scenery is great, particularly in the Vinales region
west of Havana. Fruit and seafood are excellent and cheap.

Now to the cycling. We found several British and Canadian companies offered cycling trips
in Cuba. The one we selected was a British company called Cycle Active. We picked them
because the trip description sounded great and the dates suited us. There were 16 riders, 6
Aussies (including BikeNorth members David & Jeanette Lloyd), 6 Canadians and 4 Brits.
The ride leader was a Brit and we had a Cuban guide and bus driver. Usually the ride
leader and guide rode with us and the bus followed behind to pick up any stragglers.

We rode anything between 20 and 65 kms each day. There were options to ride further but
mostly we opted out of these because it was hot in the afternoons – about 30 degrees. On
one day we had a 5 hour bus ride, a 3 course lunch, then a bike ride of about 35kms in the
afternoon heat……

The hire bikes were recent model Trek hybrids which were very suitable for the riding.
Although we rode mostly on sealed roads some of them were very rough. Care on the
descents was necessary because it was not unusual to round a corner only to find a big
pothole in your path. We had no problems with the bikes apart from a broken chain which
the ride leader fixed by cannibalising a spare bike we carried on the bus. The bus was an
oldish Chinese vehicle with some of the seats taken out so we could carry the bikes inside.

Day 1-2 – meet and greet at our hotel in Havana and dinner. The next day we were
allocated our hire bikes and did a ride around Havana. This was interesting but the traffic
pollution was a bit of a challenge. We rode back to our hotel along the sea front which had
waves breaking onto it due to a high tide combined with a big swell.

Day 3 - a 5 hour bus transfer, lunch and the ride described above. The next day we cycled
through Trinidad and visited a couple of old sugar estates for coffee and lunch. On the way
back we were taken on a walking tour of Trinidad, an old Spanish colonial town with a
UNESCO World Heritage centre.

Trinidad

View from Vinales hotel 1610

Riding out from Vinales

For the evening of Day 4 the bus took us into Trinidad for dinner at a Paladar. These are
privately run restaurants not recognised by the government but usually providing excellent
food at reasonable cost. Government restaurants generally provide rather uninteresting
food served buffet style.

Day 5 started with a huge climb up a series of hairpin bends which the bus had to take in
bottom gear. Well I was in bottom gear too with 22 teeth on the front and 34 on the back!

Day 6 was a beautiful 42 km ride through rolling countryside. I had an upset stomach so I
rode in the bus. We arrived at Santa Clara where we visited the Che Guevara memorial.

Day 7 was a day in the bus as we transferred back to the western part of the island via
Havana. In Havana four of our party bought medicines for persistent coughs. We arrived at
Soroa which has a fine orchid garden.

On Day 8 we rode 65 kms further west and then took the bus to Los Jazmines hotel in the
Vinales region. This is a spectacular area with huge limestone hills jutting out of a fertile
plain. Dinner at a local Paladar cost 12CUCs per person including drinks.

The following day we rode around the local area and visited a tobacco farm. We also called
at a roadside fruit stall where we ate as much fruit as we wanted for 1CUC per head. That
evening our bus driver was sick so we were taken into town in a fleet of 1950s American
cars. Another excellent dinner for 16CUCs per head including drinks.

On Day 10 we spent the day
on the island of Cayo Leviso.
Some of us started riding at
first light to catch the ferry
and covered the 53 kms in
2hrs 40mins with one 5
minute stop – not bad on
such rough roads. A few of
us went snorkelling but the
sea was too rough for
comfort.

On Day 11 we rode about
20kms to a place with an
extensive limestone cave
system. We were shown
around part of this cave
system by a guide and his
dog. Then it was back on the
bikes for a 40km ride to our
accommodation at a horse
ranch.

On Day 12 some of us went
for a horse ride while some
of the ladies took a ride in an
open horse-drawn coach.
Then back on the bikes to a
cigar factory which turned
out to be closed and so back
to Soroa by bus.

On Day 13 I had another upset stomach so stayed on the bus while the others rode 25kms
to a reafforestation project. Then back to Havana in the bus.

On our last day in Havana we were taken on a foot tour of the old city.

I’m glad I did it and I’m glad to have seen Cuba from handlebar level. Would I go there
again? Probably not. It’s too hot for comfortable cycling and it’s hard to stay clean and well.
Of our party of 16, 13 of us got sick, some from stomach upsets and some from respiratory
problems. Two of the people who did not get sick had started using antibiotics before they
left the UK and that seemed to work for them. Even our Cuban guide and driver got sick at
one stage.

All up the trip was very well organised and well run by Cycle Active. There were a few minor
snags due to the Cuban bureaucracy but they were sorted out without much delay. It was a
fascinating, though challenging trip.
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The Bike North Back
Room
By Keith Griffin

When I joined Bike North, way back in 1998, it was a small
organisation with few resources but a lot of drive and
enthusiasm. Enthusiasm is contagious. It took me not long
to set up one of my computers at home to be the web
server and email server for Bike North. In those pre-
broadband days I had the latest and greatest in fast
modems, a dedicated phone line for it to use, and an ISP
who gave me cheap 24hr dialup. WOW you might well
say……

So the first back room we had was at my house, giving
Bike North better electronic communication. Years later, as
Bike North expanded, we moved the back room to a
commercial provider.

But before then came the grand plan. This plan was
executed slowly, carefully and purposefully. The problem
we had was critical data being strewn across computers
and paperwork owned privately by members of the
Executive, and others. If the Advocacy Officer needed to
know the contact details for a member, she had to ask the
Membership Officer to look it up. If The Chainmail team
needed to publish a list of the Ride Leaders, they had had
ask the Rides Coordinator who they were. If anyone
needed to know our financial position, we had to ask the
Treasurer to prepare a report from spreadsheets. If any
one of these personal computers failed, was stolen or lost,
Bike North was up the hill without a pedal.

Our plan then, was to remove these risks and to make the
jobs of the Executive easier and faster. This also meant
that individuals did not have to use their privately owned
software and hardware for Bike North work, and problems
with people on different platforms using different proprietary
software could be eliminated.

First down the time trial ramp was a custom designed
online rides calendar initially implemented using text files
and PERL, later migrated to FileMaker Pro and these days
is quite a sophisticated system using PHP and MySQL. In
fact this system is now a core part of the website and
provides a range of functions to ride leaders, the rides
coordinator, members and the general public. It
incorporates all events, not just rides! We provide a great
deal of information to help people choose appropriate rides,
online submission of rides, automated publishing to Push-
On calendar (BNSW), .ics files with reminders
automatically emailed to ride leaders when their rides are
approved, online incident reporting, ride leader profiles,
automated ride grading system, maps and elevation
profiles from GPS data and much more (ah, but no steak
knives). It is under constant review and alterations are
made as requirements change. The calendar system is by
far the most complex and far reaching of the Bike North
systems.

Next was the big one. We had to tackle the membership
system. We soon discovered that many organisations had
similar problems - one very dedicated person doing the job
on his/her machine in software no-one else could access,
no reliable backup system and so on. The Membership
Officer needed to be a very able computer user as well as
fulfilling the other requirements of enthusiasm and
willingness to take on what in those days could be a fairly
time-consuming job.

We introduced a custom designed system for membership
which included online joining for new members, online
change of contact details and email list subscription for
current members, automated notices for renewals, online
access for Executive members whose jobs required it, and
of course, care to keep member's information private!
Again we avoided any proprietary software, using PHP and
MySQL to create the system. The system was very
successful and grew in functionality, so we did a rewrite of
large parts of the system in 2011 making it more easily
extensible. The membership system is linked to the
calendar, the finance system and other parts of the general
website. The Membership Officer's job was made
significantly easier and the requirement to be a computer
junkie removed from the job. This system also moved us
away from error prone paper-based membership
application forms.

We were on a roll……

Finance was next. This turned out to be the simplest one to
implement, partly due to now ubiquitous online banks, and
partly due to the Treasurer's advice on what was required.
Again, we were able to remove the need for the Treasurer
to be a computer whizz, place all data online safely, and
give access to the Executive members for budget planning,
reports and so forth. The financial reports required of an
organisation such as Bike North can be produced almost
instantly from the system, as can monthly reports for the
Executive meetings. Membership payments are recorded
and automatically sent to the membership system - no
double entry or double handling of data at Bike North!

There are other support systems now too. The Bike North
weekly news was at one time semi-automated from within
the membership system, but as the weekly news grew in
usefulness, and moved to HTML formatted email, the job of
compiling, editing and sending the news became quite big.
The answer was a dedicated online NewsDesk. Here, the
news editor can see any items placed there by the
Executive during the week, edit them, add photos,
determine the order, hold them over or set number of
repeats to be run. Then at the push of a single online
button, the news is emailed to everyone on the news list -
using the membership system to find those people. There
also exists a rudimentary but useful system for Bike 4 Life
courses, linked to the membership system of course. There
is now a document management system online (the only
one of our systems not custom built).

During the past 10 or more years, it has been possible to
improve the efficiency of Bike North from behind the
scenes in the virtual back room. I have no doubt these
systems will continue to evolve and perhaps new systems
will be developed in the future.

What no system can do however, is to provide the drive,
energy and dedication needed to keep Bike North running,
and running so amazingly well. These things can only
come from people. We have made many of the once
onerous tasks in Bike North much easier and in some
cases even fun!

Perhaps it is now your time to take up one of the important
roles on the Bike North Executive, or work behind the
scenes to assist others. It can be any task which appeals to
you. Mine is as a domestique in the "back room" but there
are many other places both hidden and at the tête de la
course.
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